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Jacana is a new recruitment tool
that uses predictive analytics
and big data technologies, to
scan the maze of the network
automatically and 'hunt' passive
candidates who perfectly match
the specific company and its
employees along with the
required skillsets. As a result,
HR departments find our
process to be most efficient,
quick and highly accurate in
matching candidates to
available positions.

SAFEMOBILE’S App & Platform
delivers a comprehensive
end to end content filtering and
protection solution for mobile
devices.
SafeMobile lets you access all
the applications, services and
content
you need and none of the other
stuff. Our Community App Store
and our customizable web
profiles deliver the things you
need and block all the rest

Has developed the “Graphic
Artist Robot”, a SaaS cloud
based solution. Fully
automated creation of
Ad-Block (Block/offer) in
seconds enables retailers to
self-produce ads/offers
without the expense and time
of a graphic artist.

"SWATHLY is the world's first
B2B marketplace designed
through our unique indexing
system and technology to
make it easy to for printers to
find the best buyers
and sellers of specific products
and services worldwide, as
well as to offer the
best advice regarding how to
thrive in the
$1 Trillion global print industry
marketplace."

Easy Carry is a modular
assembled roof rack that is light
and durable. The roof rack can
be attached to any vehicle to
transport luggage, furniture, etc.
The product has the potential
for great success in the market
and is already available for sale
in the USA.

KISSLEV is a revolutionary
automated portal created for
socially minded people to
express gratitude and donate to
hospitals.
It can be directed specifically to
development based on an
international digital
platform. These portals also
serve as a smart management
tool that makes it possible to
see who the outstanding
employees are.

INTERVYO (Powered by IBM) is
an innovative Tel Aviv based
B2B SAAS start‐up
revolutionizing the recruitment
industry. Intervyo is the world's
first automated interview
simulation system, that screens
candidates for recruiters and
accurately predicts their
suitability for the job.

SKYSAVER is a Controlled
Descent Device that uses a fire
resistant steel cable to lower
you down the outside of a
building at a steady rate of 6
ft/second up to 260 ft. It safely
holds someone between
66‐300lbs. Its backpack design
provides quick and easy so you
can get into and out of the
SkySaver as quickly as possible.
We are already generating and
growing revenues.

Urban Aeronautics Ltd. has
developed advanced
aerodynamic technologies that
are the basis for an entirely new
family of internal rotor (ducted
fan) aircraft known as Fancraft
™. UrbanAero capitalizes on its
extensive portfolio of
Intellectual Property via two
subsidiary companies, Tactical
Robotics Ltd. and Metro
Skyways Ltd., each of which is
developing unique Fancraft™ for
specific markets.

The world’s first all-in-one
digital fishing device provides
anglers with real-time strike
notifications, sonar
information and action
moment videos from the tip of
the fishing line directly to a
smartphone or tablet. Spydro
automatically edits video
based on event triggers and
seamlessly logs each session
information for smart replay,
analysis and sharing.

AG-Sense specializes in the
optimization of Decision
Support System (DSS) in the
agricultural field. The
automated system measures,
collects, monitors and
analyzes information from
different sensors that help the
team make decisions, each
according to its needs and at
different points of time.

SOCKEE is a unique device,
designed to help an individual
to remain independent and
avoid the frustration of putting
on tight and/or thick socks or
hose. This lightweight device
allows the user freedom and is
simple to operate.

Filterlex Medical Ltd. is a medical
device startup in the
cardiovascular field. The goal is
to develop the next generation
embolic protection device for
reducing the risk of stroke and
other complications during
catheter-based structural heart
procedures. The device concept
and unique structure was created
out of deep understanding and
knowledge of the unmet need
and current products limitations
and weaknesses.

Croosing is shifting the internet
from manual to automatic – and
accelerating the conversion of
followers into business.
Croosing evolves from the
active and solo experience of
surfing, into a passive and mass
experience of Croosing,
allowing people to lead & share
their internet browsing with
unlimited numbers of followers,
LIVE or On‐Demand.

JettaPlus.com is a marketplace
where travelers with non
refundable but transferable
flight tickets can recoup some
of their costs by selling them to
online shoppers in search of
great deals.

The feelter widget can be
installed on any website easily
and quickly by adding a short
line of script anywhere on your
website. feelter’s advanced
technology “extracts” texts from
multiple resources, analyzes
its value and relevance and
then displays the most current
and accurate information to
what customers are looking for.
The result is that shoppers don’t
need to leave the site until they
complete their purchase.

CONNECTOO is a mobile
communication APP, built with
educators and kindergarten
teachers to seamlessly fit into
the teacher’s daily routine, and
facilitate interactive
communication with parents.
CONNECTOO provides updated
information on each child in real
time to ensure that the child is
healthy and safe.

CODIPARK is an APP that
connects drivers with multiple
parking lots across cities.
By providing information about
location, availability and prices.
CodiPark facilitates smart, easy
and efficient parking payment at
all times without ever having to
stand in line to use a payment
station in parking lots.

Crayze is an app that creates
hyper engaging, ephemeral
experiences between brands
and consumers. Sponsored
“Crayzes” will appear on the app
offering exciting videos,
disruptive discounts,
promotions and other branded
experiences, for very limited
periods of time.

WONDERTIP offers solutions
for earwax removal and
management both for
professional ear care givers and
home care users. The
patented technology of
WonderTipTM enables the
flexible tip design to facilitates
ear wax collection with minimal
risk. It is easy to use,
WonderTip is a single use
device guaranteeing maximal
protection and hygiene of the
ear.

Articoolo uses the power of
artificial intelligence to create
unique textual content in a
flash. We are developing a
content creation platform that
can help organizations and
individuals reduce the time and
efforts they spend on content
creation. The solution is
affordable and efficient.

